Assignment 11

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Which author's fairy tales did Angela Carter translate? 1 point

- The Brothers Grimm
- Charles Perrault
- Hans Christian Anderson
- Roland Barthes

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Charles Perrault

2) According to Christina Bacchiliga, the effect of the fairy tale is produced by conflict between ________ function of the tale and its subversive wonder 1 point

- normative
- causative
- mythical
- narrative

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
normative

3) What kinds of impulse of the original tale does each retelling and rewriting seeks to align itself with, according to Jack Zipes? 1 point

- mythological
- significatory
- normative

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
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4) In 'Myth Today', Roland Barthes called the myth's reflection of the world as -

- distorted
- inverted
- refracted
- none of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
inverted

5) Cognitive narratology explores the negotiation between an actual author and an actual reader to produce -

- a fixed meaning
- an applied text
- an implied text
- a variable meaning

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
an implied text

6) According to Marie-Laure Ryan, a narrative text must create a text and populate it with characters and objects. Is the above statement true or false?

- True
- False

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
True

7) Which of the following codes of narrative has not been given enough importance in understanding how meanings are created and accepted?

- hermeneutic code
- proairetic code
- graphic code
- semantic code

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
graphic code

8) According to Scott McCloud, symbolic expressions are closer to the written word in the sense that -

- their meaning will change from one cultural setting to another
- they both follow same rules and grammar of expression
9) Maus, Scott Pilgrim, and Jimmy Corrigan: The Smartest Kid in the World show that graphic novels have a 
- verbal grammar with a syntax
- visual grammar with a syntax
- visual grammar without a syntax
- verbal grammar without a syntax

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
visual grammar with a syntax

10) The blank space between two graphic panels, called gutter, functions as a -
- frame-break to introduce disruption
- device to delay closure
- indicator of action connecting the two panels
- none of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
indicator of action connecting the two panels